**MLA Works Cited Guide**

There are a number of style guides available for academic writing. Most humanities courses use the Modern Language Association (MLA) model. This handout contains examples of some of the most frequently used Works Cited entries. For a comprehensive list, consult the 7th edition of the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers* or the Writer’s Center MLA Guide.

**Book**


*(If more than three authors/editors, enter first only and add “et al.” or cite all of them.)*

**Newspaper or Periodical Article**

*(If an article is on scattered pages throughout a magazine or newspaper, use the first page and a plus sign, e.g., 62+).*

Alaton, Salem. “So, How Did They Live Happily Ever After?” *Globe and Mail* [Toronto] 27 Dec. 1997: D1+. Print. *(Place in brackets the name of the city of a newspaper whose masthead does not include it except for a national publication.)*

**Journal Article (Print only)**

*(journal title is followed by volume number.issue number and parentheses around year only)*

**Essay or Article in an Anthology or Collection**


**Online Only Journal or Periodical**


Online Scholarly Project and Documents within the Project
(web publication dates come before the name of publisher; user access date appears at the end)


Article from Library Database Subscription Service

Journal article

Section of book

Database file article

Other Media Sources

Email

Individual musical selection

Radio broadcast (accessed online)

Visual art (viewed in print book)

Websites (list in order as many as possible: author, title(s), site name, version or edition, publisher, pub. date, medium, access date)